Each symbol shows the significant admixture dating (y-axis) for the respective population shown in the x-axis as estimated by ALDER using the source populations shown in the legend on the right hand side. "CEU" and "CHB" refer to the European and Han Chinese HapMap3 samples, "S1" refers to the unadmixed Central Siberian group and "S2" refers to the unadmixed Northeastern Siberian group (as explained in Material and Methods), "Southern Admixed (X2)" refer to the Southern Siberian admixed populations (X2), "Central Admixed (X2)" refers to the Central Siberian admixed populations (X2) and "Northeastern Admixed (X1)" refers to the Northeastern Siberian admixed populations (X1) as clustered in fineSTRUCTURE analysis ( Figure  1d ). Figure S5 . Genome-wide plot of empirical -log 10 P-values of window haplotype-homozygozity scores for all Siberian groupings. Red dashed line represents empirical top 1% threshold of the respective test. Top 10 ranking genomic windows are highlighted with red circles. Protein-coding genes present in the top 10 windows that contain the maximum |iHS| (A) and |XP-EHH| (B) scores are marked on the plot. Genes present in the topmost window of the respective population grouping are labelled in red font. Genes present in the predefined cold adaptation gene lists (Table S10 ) are labelled in blue font.
Figure S6. Genome-wide plots of maximum PBS scores in windows in the Siberian populations.
(A) PBS three-population model. i) branch lengths reflecting genome-wide average patterns of allele frequency differences; ii) high PBS scores are observed in cases of unusually high allele frequency change on the branch leading to a Siberian population. (B) Red dashed lines represents empirical top 1% threshold of the PBS tests. Top 10 ranking genomic windows are highlighted with red circles. Protein-coding genes present in the top 10 windows that contain the maximum PBS score are marked on the plots; genes present in the topmost window are labelled in red font; genes present in the predefined cold adaptation gene lists (Table S10) 
